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Abstract
Background: A central goal of Systems Biology is to model and analyze biological signaling
pathways that interact with one another to form complex networks. Here we introduce Qualitative
networks, an extension of Boolean networks. With this framework, we use formal verification
methods to check whether a model is consistent with the laboratory experimental observations
on which it is based. If the model does not conform to the data, we suggest a revised model and
the new hypotheses are tested in-silico.

Results: We consider networks in which elements range over a small finite domain allowing more
flexibility than Boolean values, and add target functions that allow to model a rich set of behaviors.
We propose a symbolic algorithm for analyzing the steady state of these networks, allowing us to
scale up to a system consisting of 144 elements and state spaces of approximately 1086 states. We
illustrate the usefulness of this approach through a model of the interaction between the Notch
and the Wnt signaling pathways in mammalian skin, and its extensive analysis.

Conclusion: We introduce an approach for constructing computational models of biological
systems that extends the framework of Boolean networks and uses formal verification methods for
the analysis of the model. This approach can scale to multicellular models of complex pathways,
and is therefore a useful tool for the analysis of complex biological systems. The hypotheses
formulated during in-silico testing suggest new avenues to explore experimentally. Hence, this
approach has the potential to efficiently complement experimental studies in biology.

Background
The emerging field of Systems Biology aims to gain high-
level understanding of complex biological systems by
studying the structure and dynamics of cellular functions
[1,2]. The construction and analysis of models describing
biological processes are at the core of this new approach.
Computer science provides methods for simulating and
analyzing these models. This allows performing in silico
experiments that lead to new predictions and thus com-
plement traditional experimental approaches. Consider-

ing biology from a systems point of view also allows the
use of methods designed for the engineering of artificial
systems. A wide array of formalisms originating from
computer science have already been used to model bio-
logical systems. These include process calculi [3], State-
charts and Live Sequence Charts [4-6], variants of Petri
nets [7-9], and hybrid models [10,11]. Recently, the term
executable biology has been proposed for models that con-
sist of an algorithm which mimics the behavior of a stud-
ied biological system [12].
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Executable models of biological systems can be analyzed
using formal verification methods, which were originally
designed for the validation of computer systems. Two pos-
sible approaches are testing and model checking. Model
checking [13] consists of an exhaustive exploration of the
state-space of a given system in order to verify that it
always adheres to a set of requirements. In the case of bio-
logical systems, requirements are derived from experi-
mental observations. The consistency of a putative
executable model can thus be tested with respect to the
data on which the model is based [14] (cf. [6] where this
method has led to new predictions about vulval develop-
ment of Caenorhabditis elegans, [15-17] where it is used for
the analysis of biochemical networks, and [18,19] for the
analysis of probabilistic models).

In order to construct executable models of biological
pathways, it is necessary to precisely define the interac-
tions between biochemical components. One of the
widely used formalism for representing interactions in
biology are Boolean networks [20,21]. A Boolean network
consists of a set of Boolean variables representing the
activity of biochemical components such as proteins or
genes. A Boolean function is associated to every compo-
nent. This function updates the value of the correspond-
ing component at every step of the execution of a Boolean
network. In the context of biological pathways, a Boolean
network can be built from a graph representing biochem-
ical interactions. Every node of this graph represents a bio-
chemical component. The arcs of the graph are used to
represent the interactions between components. Their
weight can be positive (for activation) or negative (for
inhibition). This graph is used to define Boolean func-
tions for every component. The function sets the value of
a component to true if the amount of activation is higher
than the amount of inhibition. Else the value of the com-
ponent is set to false. Boolean networks therefore provide
a highly abstracted view of protein activity or gene expres-
sion. This level of abstraction often corresponds to the
available qualitative experimental data. Furthermore, the
interactions between components are represented in a
very similar way in the diagrammatic models that are
widely used by biologists. Boolean networks therefore
appear to be well suited for the qualitative analysis of bio-
logical processes. They have been used recently for mode-
ling a wide array of biological systems, such as the
Arabidopsis thaliana flower morphogenesis [22], the influ-
ence of physical stimuli on cell fate [23], the segment
polarity gene network in Drosophila Melanogaster [24] and
the yeast cell cycle [25]. Boolean networks have been
extended in several ways, including probabilistic Boolean
networks [26] and the so-called generalized logical approach
using multivalued levels of concentration [27]. The gener-
alized logical approach has been combined with formal

verification methods [16], and constraint programming
was used for finding steady states of large networks [28].

In this work, we propose an extension of Boolean net-
works called Qualitative networks. We use this framework
to construct an executable model which is analyzed using
formal verification methods. We introduce two changes to
the Boolean networks framework. First, we use discrete
variables instead of Boolean variables for representing
gene expression and protein activity levels. Second, we
capture a richer set of interactions between components
than only activation and inhibition. Any function of the
current state of the system can be used to define the target
towards which a component will move at the next step. At
each step, the level of a component changes towards this
target by at most one level. We use simulation and model
checking to verify that the implementation of the Qualita-
tive network adheres to a set of specifications derived
from the laboratory experimental observations. If neces-
sary, we can incorporate new hypotheses into the model
(iterative improvement). Once these are tested in-silico,
they should also be validated experimentally. We propose
that the stable states of the biological system correspond
to the infinitely visited states of the executable model. We
introduce an efficient symbolic algorithm for verifying if
all infinitely visited states of a Qualitative network satisfy
the specifications. We consider the performance of this
algorithm for models of different size and complexity,
and show that it can be used to analyze large and complex
Qualitative networks. We illustrate the ability of Qualita-
tive networks to provide a valid qualitative representation
of a studied biological system using a model of the inco-
herent type-1 feed-forward loop in the E. coli gal system.

Our approach to the modeling of signaling pathways
allows the detection of gaps in the mechanistic under-
standing of the studied process, and suggests new bio-
chemical interactions at a similar level of abstraction to
the one observed in diagrammatic models. We illustrate
this approach by a multicellular model of the interaction
between the Notch and the Wnt pathways in mammalian
skin cells.

Results
Qualitative networks
In this study we propose an approach for constructing exe-
cutable models of signaling pathways which is based on
Qualitative networks, an extension of Boolean networks.
In this section, we first explain how biological pathways
can be modeled using Boolean networks and then define
Qualitative networks. Interactions in biological pathways
can be represented as an edge-weighted interaction graph
G (V, E). A node vi ∈ V represents a biological component
such as a gene or a protein. An edge eij ∈ E from node vi to
node vj has a weight αij, corresponding to the effect of the
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component represented by vi on the component repre-
sented by vj. Activation is specified by a positive value of
αij, inhibition by a negative value. This graph therefore
represents the type of interaction between components as
well as their strength in a similar way to the diagrammatic
models used by biologists. Li et al. propose the use of
Boolean networks for studying the interactions defined in
such a graph [25].

A Boolean network B (C, F) consists of a set of compo-
nents C and a list of boolean functions F. Each compo-
nent ci ∈ C has a state, which can take two values: ci = 1 if
the component is active and ci = 0 if the component is
absent or inactive. We use k to represent the number of
components (k = |C|). The state s of a Boolean network
corresponds to the vector (c1, ..., ck) ∈ {0, 1}k of the states
of all components of the Boolean network. A boolean
function fi ∈ F is assigned to every component. This func-
tion maps the current state of the system to a boolean
value representing the next state of the corresponding
component (fi : {0, 1}k → {0,1}). Time in Boolean net-
works is represented by a discrete variable t. We use the
notations ci (t) and s (t) to represent the state of a compo-
nent, respectively the state of the whole system, at time t.
The value of each protein at the next time step is com-
puted by applying the corresponding boolean function to
the current state of the system:

ci (t + 1) = fi (s (t))  (1)

Given an interaction graph G (V, E), a Boolean network B
(C, F) can be obtained as follows: each node of V corre-
sponds to a component in C. The Boolean function
should reproduce the following behavior for every com-
ponent: if the cumulative activation is higher than the
cumulative inhibition, the state of the component is set to
active (1) and, vice-versa, if the inhibition is higher than
the activation, it is set to inactive (0). Hence, the Boolean
function corresponding to each component is defined as
follows:

We extend the Boolean network framework by using dis-
crete domains to represent the state of a component and
by allowing a rich set of interaction between components.
The state of an active component can take several values,
rather than being simply ON. These values correspond to
qualitative levels of gene expression or protein activity, for

example, low, medium, high. This representation therefore
is a middle ground between the Boolean abstraction and
quantitative models. The use of discrete domains requires
to modify the way the updates of the network are defined.
We introduce a target function that computes the discrete
level towards which a component moves in the next step.
The target function is not restricted to modeling activation
and inhibition. Every function of the current state of the
system can be used as target function. This makes it possi-
ble to model interactions that cannot be represented in
interaction graphs. One such example is complexation,
where the amount of produced protein is bounded by the
availability of the proteins required for the interaction.
This situation can be modeled by using the minimum of
the level of these proteins as a target function. More elab-
orate target functions can also be used to represent situa-
tions in which the effect of a specific activating or
inhibiting edge is dependent on the level of additional
proteins. We call this extended framework Qualitative net-
work. In the following paragraphs, we give a detailed
description of Qualitative networks.

A Qualitative network Q (C, T, N) consists of a set of com-
ponents C and a list of target functions T. The state of a
component ci ∈ C is an integer value between 0 and N.
These values represent qualitative levels of the compo-
nents with 0 the lowest and N the highest possible level
for that component. For each component ci, there exists a
target function targeti ∈ T which specifies the level towards
which the value of the component should move. This
function is computed on the state of the whole system
(targeti : {0, ..., N}k → {0, ..., N}). At each step, the value
of the state of a component can only increase or decrease
by a single level. The value of each component at the next
time step is therefore computed as follows:

When N = 1, this update function is equivalent to the
update function of Boolean networks (Equation 1). It fol-
lows that Qualitative networks are a generalization of
Boolean networks: the Qualitative network Q (C, F, 1) is
equivalent to the Boolean network B (C, F).

A particular kind of target function is directly obtained
from the qualitative graph describing the studied biologi-
cal system. It is used to model activation and inhibition in
a similar way to the one describe for Boolean networks. In
Boolean networks, the sum of all contributions was suffi-
cient to decide on the next value of a component. Here we
need to obtain a target function that ranges over {0, ...,
N}, and for which intermediate values are meaningful. In
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order to obtain the target function for component ci, we
compute separately the amount of activation acti and the
amount of inhibition inhi sensed by this component. Both
of these values are scaled so that they are proportional to
the weighted amount of activation, respectively inhibi-
tion. When all activating components are at their highest
value, then acti = N. Similarly, when all inhibiting compo-
nents are at their highest value then inhi = N.

The target function is the difference between the amount
of activation and the amount of inhibition. When there is
no inhibition, the output of the target function corre-
sponds to the amount of activation. The level of the com-
ponent will not exceed the amount of the activation.
When the amount of inhibition is higher than the amount
of activation, the value of the target function is zero. We
need to consider a special case when all incoming edges of
a component are inhibitions. In this case, we must assume
that the mechanism leading to the presence of this com-
ponent is not modeled, and that, in the absence of inhibi-
tion, the target function of this variable will return the
maximal value. We obtain the following definition of the
target function:

We use Qualitative networks to define executable models
of biological systems. The list of target functions specifies
how the different molecules in the system influence each
other. When creating a model based on the mechanistic
understanding of a biological process, we use this infor-
mation to define a set of target functions. Where neces-
sary, we separate the representation of protein activity
from the expression level of the corresponding gene. This
is useful for modeling cases in which there are interactions
at the transcription level as well as protein-protein inter-
actions. During the analysis process, we may modify the
definition of the target functions. While Qualitative net-
works allow for any kind of target function, we use a sub-
set of functions that represent specific biological
interactions, such as the activation/inhibition function
described above. This ensures that new hypothesized
interactions between components are defined at a level
where they have a clear biological meaning. The imple-

mentation of models defined as Qualitative networks is
described in the Methods section.

Iterative model improvement
A model in general, and an executable model in particu-
lar, is meant to represent how the system that we study
actually works. Thus, it is natural to expect that the model
would be consistent with the data obtained from labora-
tory experimentation with this system. We use simulation
and model checking [13], which allows to formally check
all the different executions of the model against a formal
specification. By exploring all the possible states and tran-
sitions of the model we can determine whether some
requirement holds for the model. In the case that the
property does not hold, the model-checking algorithm
supplies a counter example: an execution of the system that
does not satisfy a given requirement. We use the informa-
tion provided by this counter example to suggest modifi-
cations of the Qualitative network representing the
studied system.

Our methodology in using Qualitative networks is the
iterative improvement process (Figure 1). We stress that the
usage of Qualitative networks is not restricted to this
methodology. The advantages of multiple values, flexible
target functions, and the analysis algorithms suggested
below, can be used regardless of the modeling methodol-
ogy chosen by the user.

The iterative improvement process consists of the follow-
ing. We first derive a set of specifications from prior labo-
ratory experimental results. We build an initial putative
model based on the current mechanistic understanding of
the studied biological process and the working hypothe-
ses we would like to evaluate. We then use formal verifica-
tion methods to verify if the proposed model conforms
with the specification. If the model fails this test, we
deduce that the model does not conform to the data. We
use counter examples, to suggest a revised model by mak-
ing new hypotheses. The new model is then evaluated
again, and these steps are repeated until no contradiction
is found between the model and the specifications. At this
point, we might have had to modify our hypotheses, both
in discarding unverifiable assumptions and in adding
assumptions that are necessary for the model to comply
with the specifications. The resulting model, and the cor-
responding new set of hypotheses, are then known to be
consistent with the experimental results. At this stage, it is
possible to query the model to gain additional knowledge
about the biological system. This can be done either by
modifying the model to evaluate or by adding specifica-
tions that could provide additional information on the
behavior of the system. Hypotheses and changes in the
model leading to interesting behaviors are candidates for
experimental validation. The result of such an experiment,
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whether confirming the information gained from the
computational analysis or not, can then be added to the
specification. This creates a second, outer, improvement
loop which combines computational and experimental
validation.

The specifications derived from laboratory experimental
results can be separated into two categories. Low-level spec-
ifications involve changes in the level of protein activity or
gene expression (e.g. over-expression of a given protein
leads to a decrease of another protein). High-level specifica-
tions consider changes at the cellular level, such as cell fate
or susceptibility to carcinogenesis. Since we can only
observe the level of individual proteins, we need to define
how these relate to changes at the cellular level. Experi-
mental results are often related to manipulation, such as
gene over-expression or knockout. These manipulation

lead to changes in the behavior of the model. The Methods
section provides additional details on how specifications
are defined and verified.

This iterative improvement approach can be applied to
highly non-deterministic models, hence the use of model
checking. Qualitative networks, like Boolean networks,
have a deterministic behavior, and it is therefore sufficient
to perform one execution per initial state, and verify if
each of these executions satisfies the specifications. If
some executions do satisfy the specifications, but others
do not, then the model is not constrained enough, and we
need to formulate hypotheses that allow avoiding the exe-
cutions which do not satisfy the specifications. Ideally, the
new hypotheses would not contradict the current mecha-
nistic understanding of the system, but rather suggest
additional putative interactions between components. If

Iterative improvement of the modelFigure 1
Iterative improvement of the model. Schematic view of the iterative improvement process used to build a model which is 
consistent with the experimental data. The verification process is represented in blue. The improvement of the model based 
on counter examples is represented in red. The outer improvement loop, based on laboratory experiments, is represented in 
green.
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there is a specification which is not satisfied by any execu-
tion of the model, then there is a contradiction between
the mechanistic understanding of the system and the
experimental data. In this case, the modifications needed
for the model to satisfy the requirement will suggest alter-
native mechanistic models of the studied system that are
more consistent with the experimental data.

In the following sections, we describe two additional
methods for analyzing the model during the improve-
ment process: the use of non-determinism on parts of the
model, and the efficient computation of all infinitely vis-
ited states.

Use of non-determinism
In the case where every interaction in the model is pre-
cisely defined, enumerative networks are deterministic.
Non-determinism can, however, be used to represent
unknown interactions. In particular, rather than studying
a complete multicellular model, the model of a single cell
can be studied by representing inter-cellular interactions
non-deterministically.

The level of proteins that are external to the cell are mod-
eled by non-deterministic variables. These variables can-
not jump arbitrarily from one value to another value, but
only change by one level per time step. At each time step,
the variable can either increase, decrease or remain con-
stant. This is sufficient to capture any possible behavior
since updates of components are bounded by Equation 2.
The set of possible behaviors of the state of this protein is
therefore a superset of the possible behaviors for any pos-
sible target function.

Instead of simulation, we use model checking, which
explores all possible executions of a non-deterministic
system. This leads to the analysis of a superset of the pos-
sible executions of any model with more constrained
inter-cellular interactions. If no execution of the system
satisfies the specification, then it is impossible that any
model including this cell can satisfy the specifications, no
matter how the inter-cellular interactions are defined. If
some executions satisfy the specifications, but other do
not, then it is not possible to predict the behavior of the
cell with more constrained inter-cellular interactions. This
approach is therefore useful for finding out if the
improvement should be performed at the level of the
inter-cellular communication or at the intracellular level.

Finding infinitely visited states
We propose an efficient symbolic algorithm for comput-
ing the infinitely visited states of a Qualitative network. A
state S is said to be infinitely visited if there is an execution
of the network in which the state appears infinitely often.
In a biological context, the infinitely visited states corre-

spond to the stable states of the system. In the context of
specification-based analysis of the model, we are therefore
interested in knowing if the specification holds on all infi-
nitely visited states. This captures the fact that, as opposed
to computerized systems, biological system do not have
an initial state, but rather are continuously behaving. After
cell division, for example, the two resulting cells would
have proteins levels that are at a qualitative level similar to
the levels in the original cell. States that are not infinitely
visited can thus be considered as unstable states. If the
model is in such a state, it will evolve towards an infinitely
visited state in a bounded number of steps, and then
remain in infinitely visited states for an indefinite time.
Therefore, we do not insist that the specification holds on
states that are not infinitely visited.

Analysis of Boolean networks also include studies of the
attractors of the model. In discrete, deterministic models,
attractors are loops of one or more states that are visited
infinitely often. Questions of interest include: does the
system end up in one or several attractors, and what initial
conditions lead to which attractor. This analysis requires
exploring the executions starting from all initial states.
The number of possible initial states is exponential in the
number of variables, and therefore we try to prune them
by using the available information on the system. In case
that no biologically meaningful definition of the set of
initial state exists, it is necessary to consider all states as
being initial. In this case, enumerative exploration is prac-
tically intractable even for relatively small models. In the
Methods section, we describe a symbolic algorithm for
finding all the attractors of a model, based on compact
representation of sets of states using Binary Decision Dia-
grams (BDDs) [29].

The algorithm we propose uses the structure of multicel-
lular Qualitative networks by interleaving composition
and computation of infinitely visited states. We first con-
sider a partial model consisting only of the first cell. The
behavior of components in neighbor cells are abstracted
by allowing them to change non-deterministically. We
compute the set of infinitely visited states of this partial
model. This set contains the projection of any infinitely
visited state of the complete model onto the variables of
the partial model. We use this information to compute the
infinitely visited states of a partial model consisting of the
first two cells. This process is repeated to obtain the com-
plete model and the set of infinitely visited states. We fur-
ther optimize this algorithm by using partitioned transition
relations [30]. Based on the target functions list of the
Qualitative network, we define a transition relation for a
single cell. We then use it repeatedly to compute the next
state of the multicellular system, rather than using a single
transition relation for the whole model. The Methods sec-
tion contains a detailed description of this algorithm.
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Modeling network motifs using Qualitative networks
Transcription regulation networks contain patterns that
occur significantly more often in a real network than in a
random network with the same characteristics. These pat-
terns are called network motifs [31]. The multiple values
used by Qualitative networks may be required to accu-
rately model the qualitative behavior of common network
motifs in a way that would be difficult, if not impossible,
to achieve with Boolean values. We illustrate this ability
by considering the case of the incoherent type-1 feed-for-
ward loop (I1-FFL) in E. coli.

In this motif, transcription factor X activates transcription
factor Y and gene Z, and transcription factor Y represses Z.
The response time is defined as the time needed for Z to
increase halfway to its steady-state level. Compared to
simple regulation (only X activates Z), the I1-FFL has a
shorter response time to the activation of X. When X is
activated, the level of both Y and Z start to increase. Once
the level of Y exceeds the repression threshold for the Z
promoter, it will start repressing Z. As a consequence, the
level of Z starts decreasing towards a low steady-state
level. The response time is thus shorter, because the

steady-state level of Z is lower than for simple activation,
but its initial transcription rate is the same in both cases.
This behavior has been observed both using quantitative
models [32] and experimentally in the gal system in E. coli
[33].

In the gal system (Figure 2a), an I1-FFL links the activator
CRP to the galactose utilization operon galETK. When
there is glucose starvation, CRP gets activated. CRP then
activates both galETK and GalS, and GalS inhibits galETK,
hence the I1-FFL motif. In addition, β-D-galactose or D-
fucose (henceforth called GalSinh) unbind GalS from the
galETK promoter region, thus cancelling its inhibitory
effect. Finally, GalS negatively auto-regulates its own
expression. We construct a Qualitative network model of
this system based on these interactions. This model needs
to satisfy two requirements to be realistic. First, the activa-
tion of CRP must lead to the activation of galETK inde-
pendently of the level of GalSinh. Second, the time needed
by galETK to increase halfway to its steady-state needs to
be shorter when GalSinh is absent than when it is present.
Figure 2b shows the evolution over time of the level of
galETK after CRP is activated for both case. This result is

Model of the gal system in E. ColiFigure 2
Model of the gal system in E. coli. A: View of the gal system in E. coli. The activator CRP activates both galETK and GalS. 
GalS inhibits galETK and negatively auto-regulates itself. GalSinh, which is a shortcut representing both β-D-galactose and D-fucose, 
cancels the inhibitory effect of GalsS on galETK. B: Evolution of the level of galETK when CRP is activated at time t = 0. The level 
are represented using relative values with respect to the stable state galETKSt. The situation in which no GalSinh is not expressed 
is represented in blue. This corresponds to an I1-FFL. The situation in which GalSinh is present is represented in red. In this sit-
uation, the model behaves like with a simple activation. The response time, measured as the time needed to reach galETKSt/2 is 
shorter in the absence of GalSinh.
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qualitatively similar to the experimental measurements of
the galETK expression performed by Mangan et al. [33].

Qualitative networks are able to provide realistic qualita-
tive approximations of the behavior of further common
network motifs, such as other types of feed-forward loops
and regulated-feedback motifs that appear in develop-
mental transcription networks [34].

Case study: a model of the interaction between the Notch 
and Wnt signaling pathways
We apply our modeling approach to a model representing
the crosstalk between the Notch and Wnt pathways in
mammalian keratinocytes. Both pathways play a key role
in the control of cell proliferation and differentiation and
have been linked to several types of cancer. We first
present the biological background, then introduce the
Qualitative network model for a single cell and for a
model with five cell representing the multiple layers of the
mammalian epidermis. We define a set of specifications
derived from laboratory experimental perturbations on
these pathways, and use them to analyze the possible exe-
cutions of the model.

Crosstalk between the Notch and Wnt signaling pathways
Notch signaling plays a key role in the control of the
development of various tissues, with the particularity that,
depending on the context, it can either induce differentia-
tion or maintain cells in a proliferating state (role in car-
cinogenesis reviewed in [35]). The Notch receptor protein
is located across the cell membrane and is composed of
two parts – an extracellular component and a cytoplasmic
part. The extracellular component of Notch can bind to a
ligand expressed on the membrane of a neighboring cell.
In mammals, there are four types of Notch proteins, three
types of Delta-like ligands and two types of Serrate-like
ligands, which are called Jagged. The binding of a ligand
to the Notch receptor leads to a proteolytic cleavage of the
two parts of the Notch protein, thus releasing its cytoplas-
mic part – the Notch intracellular domain (Notch-IC).
Notch-IC then travels to the nucleus, where it binds to the
transcription factor CSL. In the absence of Notch-IC, CSL
acts as a transcription inhibitor, but the presence of
Notch-IC converts it to a transcription activator, thus lead-
ing to the expression of its transcriptional targets.

The Wnt signaling pathway has a critical regulating role in
stem cells, and has been associated with cancer in several
tissues (reviewed in [36]). The central player in the canon-
ical Wnt signaling pathway (reviewed in [37]) is the pro-
tein β-Catenin. In the absence of Wnt signaling, the newly
formed β-Catenin is found in a degradation complex
composed of the proteins adenomous polyposis coli
(APC), the scaffolding protein Axin and the glycogen-syn-
thase kinase-3β (GSK3β). The GSK3β phosphorilates β-

Catenin, which is then degradated by proteasomes. Wnt is
a short range signaling protein which interacts with a ser-
pentine receptor of the Frizzled family. The consequence
of this interaction are not completely understood, but it
appears that an axin-binding molecule, Dishevelled
(DSH), gets phosphorylated and starts inhibiting the deg-
radation of β-Catenin. This β-Catenin can therefore accu-
mulate in the cytoplasm and travel to the nucleus, where
it interacts with the Tcf/Lef DNA-binding proteins. In the
absence of β-Catenin, a co-repressor like Groucho binds
to Tcf/Lef, thus blocking the transcription of its down-
stream target genes. When interacting with β-Catenin, Tcf/
Lef becomes a transcription activator, thus leading to the
activation of the downstream target genes of the Wnt sig-
naling pathway.

The outermost layer of the human skin, the epidermis, can
be divided into several layers: the basal layer, which is the
closest to the underlying dermis, the suprabasal layer, and
the cornified layer, which is mainly composed of dead
cells (Figure 3). In normal tissue, most proliferating kerat-
inocytes are located in the basal layer. They migrate to the
suprabasal layer when they have initiated terminal differ-
entiation and then stop proliferating. Notch is expressed
in the human epidermis, at a higher level in the supraba-
sal layers than in the basal layer. The Jagged ligand is co-
expressed with Notch in the skin and has been proposed
as a positive feedback mechanism for sustained Notch sig-
naling triggering differentiation [38]. The interaction
between the Notch and the Wnt pathways are involved in
the transition from a proliferating to a differentiated state
in keratinocytes. In vitro experiments have shown that
Notch signaling induces terminal differentiation in both
murine and human skin [39]. The tissue specific ablation
of the Notchl receptor in mouse epidermis leads to hyper-
plasia in the epidermis, the development of tumors and
an increased susceptibility to chemical carcinogens – thus
indicating that Notch acts as a tumor suppressor in mam-
mal skin [40]. Notch was suggested to interact with the
Wnt pathway through its direct transcriptional target p21,
which is a negative transcription regulator of Wnt [41].

Model construction
We build a model of the Notch and Wnt pathways in the
epidermal layer of mammalian skin. Our model is com-
posed of five identical keratinocytes, each of them repre-
senting one layer of the epidermis. Protein activity and
gene expression are represented by variables that can take
four values: off, low, medium and high. All activation and
inhibition interactions have an equal weight (αij ∈ {-1, 0,
1}). Figure 4 represents the two pathways in a single cell.
Except for the intracellular part of Notch (Notch-IC), the
target function of all other components is the difference
between activation and inhibition, as defined by Equation
3. The target function of the Notch-IC component is the
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minimum between the level of Notch receptor on the cell
membrane and the level of ligand on the membrane of
the neighboring cells.

The complete model consists of a single row of five cells,
which are named Cell1 to Cell5. Neighboring cells are con-
nected both through the Wnt and the Notch pathways
(Figure 3). Cell1, the leftmost cell on the visualization of
the model, represents the lowest layer of keratinocytes of
the epidermis, which means that the dermis is to its
immediate left. This cell should adopt a proliferating fate.
The upper skin, to which the keratinocytes migrate before
they die, is represented on the right side of the model. We
consider that the two immediate neighbors contribute to
the level of ligand sensed by a cell. The level of ligand
sensed by a cell (Ligandext) is activated by the level of lig-
and on the membrane of its immediate neighbor, and is
thus maximal when the level of ligand in both neighbors

is high. The level of Jagged on both extremities of the
model is constant at medium. Similarly, we connect the
level of Wnt produced by a cell to the level of Wnt sensed
by the nearby cells. We consider the case in which a cell
does not sense Wnt emitted by itself. In this case we can
use the same double activation scheme as for the ligands.
On the left side of the model, the level of Wnt is fixed to
high since the dermis is known to emit Wnt signaling pro-
teins. In contrast, the level on the right side is fixed to low
since Wnt signaling does not occur in the upper layers of
the skin.

Specifications
In order to be able to define high level specifications, we
need to map changes in the level of protein activity to a
certain cell fate. We consider the balance between the
downstream target genes of Wnt signaling (referred as
Gene Target 1, or GT1) and the downstream target genes of

Schematic view of the multicellular modelFigure 3
Schematic view of the multicellular model. View of the different layers of the mammalian skin, and how they are repre-
sented in the multicellular model. Connections through the Wnt pathway are represented in red and connections through the 
Notch pathway are represented in blue. The level of Notch receptor of each cell is fixed, and the corresponding values are 
indicated in the cells. Both the dermis and the cornified layer (composed of dead cells) are not represented in the model. The 
required result for each cell in the case of wild type simulation is indicated below the cell. Cells of the basal layer are prolifer-
ating, while cells of the suprabasal layers are differentiated.
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Notch signaling (Gene Target 2, or GT2). The downstream
targets of the Wnt signaling are known to maintain the
cells in a proliferating state, whereas the downstream tar-
gets of Notch initiate differentiation. Therefore, we make
the assumption that a cell in which GT1 > GT2 is prolifer-
ating, whereas a cell in which GT1 < GT2 is differentiated.
Furthermore, since an increase in the level of GT1 or a
decrease in the level of GT2 makes a cell more likely to be
proliferating, we assume that this change also makes the
cell more sensitive to chemically-induced carcinogenesis.
For experiments involving the knockout or the over-
expression of a gene, we compare the level of components
when the wild type model is in a stable state to the level
of the proteins when the altered model reaches a stable
state again.

The first high level specification (H1) defines the wild
type state, and can be split into two parts: Cell1 is prolifer-
ating (H1.1), and Cell4–5 are differentiated (H1.2).

H1.1: GT1 > GT2 in Cell1

H1.2: GT1 < GT2 in Cell4–5

We do not use Cell2–3 in these specification, but if a cell
has adopted a differentiated fate, cells in a higher sub-
layer (on its right in the model) cannot be proliferating.
We formulate this as an additional requirement:

H2.1 GT1 = GT2 in Celli ⇒ ∀j > i, GT1 ≤ GT2 in Cellj.

H2.2 GT1 < GT2 in Celli ⇒ ∀j > i, GT1 < GT2 in Cellj.

We derive further specifications from the experiments per-
formed by Nicolas et al. on mouse keratinocytes [40].
They note that Notch knockout leads to increased prolif-
eration, which we translate into a requirement that Cell4
is also proliferating.

H3: Notch = KO ⇒ GT1 > GT2 in Cell4

After several months, mice in which Notch is knocked out
begin to develop basal cell-like carcinoma. They are also
significantly more sensitive to chemically induced car-
cinogenesis. In order to relate these long-term changes to
variations at the protein level, we assume that the short
term effect of the Notch knockout is an increase of GT1 in
several cells, or a decrease of GT2 in several cells, or both.

H4: Notch = KO ⇒ GT1 increases in Cell1–5 or GT2
decreases in Cell1–5

The impact of p21 knockout was also considered. Mice
with p21 deficiency were more sensitive to chemically
induced carcinogenesis, but did not develop tumors on

Visualization of a single cellFigure 4
Visualization of a single cell. The components of the Wnt 
pathway are represented in red and the components of the 
Notch pathway in blue. The canonical Wnt pathway starts 
from the extracellular level of the short range signaling Wnt 
protein, which we represent by the Wntext variable. This 
short range molecule binds to the Frizzled receptor, which 
leads to an increase in the intracellular level of DSH. We 
therefore represent the interaction between these molecules 
by an activation from Wntext to Frizzled and then to DSH. 
The level of the scaffolding protein Axin is dependent on the 
level of DSH which acts as an inhibitor and Casein Kinase 1 α 
(represented by the variable Cask1α), which is assumed to be 
an activator. β-Catenin is phosphorylated by a complex com-
posed, amongst others, by Axin. We separately represent 
the expression level of β-Catenin, β-Cateninexp. β-Catenin is 
activated by β-Cateninexp and inhibited by Axin. The family of 
downstream target genes of the canonical Wnt signaling 
pathway, (GT1), are transcriptionally activated by β-Catenin. 
The Notch pathway is based on the cell-cell interaction 
between the Notch receptor (whose level is represented by 
the variable Notch) and the ligands expressed on the mem-
brane of the immediate neighboring cells (Ligandin). Since a 
successful binding between the receptor and the ligand leads 
to the cleavage of the intracellular part of Notch (Notch-IC) 
we use the minimum target function to model this interac-
tion. We represent the level of the downstream target genes 
of Notch signaling as a single variable (GT2), which is acti-
vated by Notch-IC. Amongst these targets is the protein p21, 
which is activated by Notch-IC and inhibits Wnt. Wnt is an 
external variable of the cell. The downstream targets of 
Notch signaling activate the Jagged ligand.
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their own. We relate this result to the level of GT1 and GT2
in a similar way to Notch knockout.

H5: p21 = KO ⇒ GT1 increases in Cell1–5 or GT2 decreases
in Cell1–5

The work by Nicolas et.al. on Mice keratinocytes [40], as
well as the work of Devgan et.al. [41] on the link between
Notch and Wnt through p21, also leads to several low
level specifications. These specifications were directly con-
sidered when constructing the model and are not detailed
here.

Analysis of the model
We compute the set of infinitely visited states of the model
described above. We obtain a total of 6561 states. All of
these states adhere to the specifications H1 and H2. These
states, however, differ as far as the fate of Cell2 is con-
cerned. This cell is either proliferating (GT1 > GT2 in 2916
states), differentiated (GT1 < GT2 in 3645 states) or in
transition from proliferating to differentiated (GT1 = GT2
in 2916 states). Several of these attractors consist of more
than one state, and the relation between GT1 and GT2 in
Cell2 can change between the different states of a single
attractor. We can therefore conclude that, in this model,
Cell2 is no longer receiving constant signals for prolifera-
tion, but has not yet committed to terminal differentia-
tion. After the model reaches a stable state, modifying it to
knockout Notch or p21 allows to verify that the model
also satisfies specifications H3, respectively H4.

Further insights can be gained by studying variations of
the model. We consider the hypothesis that Notch-IC acti-
vates the transcription of β-Catenin, thus partially com-
pensating its inhibitory influence on β-Catenin through
the Wnt pathway. This hypothesis can be rejected by ana-
lyzing a single cell model with non-deterministic levels
for both external Wnt and sensed ligand (Ligandin). No
execution of this model can satisfy requirement H1.1
(GT1 > GT2) for all the states of the execution that occur
infinitely often. This means that in any multicellular
model with this interaction, no cell could be proliferating.
We can therefore conclude that some other mechanism
activating β-Catenin must exist. Notch-IC may play a role
in the activation of β-Catenin, but cannot be the only acti-
vating protein.

We also consider the hypothesis that Notch signaling uses
the Delta ligand instead of the Jagged ligand. While there
is a positive feedback mechanism from Notch-IC to Jag-
ged, Notch-IC inhibits the expression of the Delta ligand
on the cell surface. We find that such a model cannot
reproduce the wild type behavior (specification H1). By
analyzing the counterexample traces, we notice that due
to the inhibition of the ligand, sustained Notch signaling

cannot be achieved in the higher layers of the epidermis.
This is consistent with the experimental analysis of the
level of Delta in the epidermis showing that Delta is
expressed in the basal layer only [42]. In their analysis,
Lowell et al. describe stem-cell clusters with local concen-
tration of Delta. In order to model and analyze local effect
such as cell clusters, it would be necessary to consider sig-
nificantly larger multidimensional models.

Performance analysis
In this section, we describe the performance of the sym-
bolic algorithm used to compute all infinitely visited
states of a Qualitative network. We first consider varia-
tions of the Notch/Wnt model described above. We then
use an arbitrary model to show that the method can be
applied to models of more complex interactions between
components. Finally, we show that our algorithm per-
forms better than simpler symbolic algorithms. The Meth-
ods section gives additional details about the settings used
for these analyses.

The computation of all infinitely visited states of the five-
cells Notch/Wnt model takes 21 minutes. This model has
460 ≈ 1036 initial states. This is a significantly larger
number than previously studied by Boolean networks (for
example, the model used by Li et al. [25] has 211 = 2048
states). In order to evaluate the performance of our sym-
bolic algorithm on larger models, we extend the Notch/
Wnt model up to 12 cells. We add cells both to the basal
layer (on the left side of the model) and to the suprabasal
layer (on the right side of the model). As in the five-cells
model, the level of Notch receptor is set to off in the basal
layer, and to high in the suprabasal layer. While the origi-
nal model has only one cell with an intermediate level of
Notch receptor, we introduce a second cell in the larger
model in order to obtain a gradient. These models have
been developed for the purpose of performance analysis
only, and do not provide additional biological insights.
Table 1 shows the time needed to compute the set of all
infinitely visited states for models with 3 to 12 cells. The
results illustrate that we can compute the set of infinitely
visited states of a model which has more than 1086 initial
states.

It can be observed that adding a cell in the basal layer has
a significantly smaller impact on the performance than
adding a cell in the suprabasal layer. This is due to the fact
that the possible behaviors of the cells in the basal layer
are very limited due to the lack of Notch signaling. In gen-
eral, the performance of symbolic algorithms is depend-
ent on how compact the representation of the sets of states
and the transition relation are. This complexity is directly
dependent on the structure of the model. In the case of
Qualitative networks, choosing a different combination
of target functions has an impact on the performance even
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though the number of components stays the same. We
illustrate this by constructing an arbitrary Qualitative net-
work (Figure 5), which has no biological meaning except
that we only use the activation/inhibition target function.
This model contains the same number of components per
cell as the Notch/Wnt model. The interactions between
the components are more complex. In order to compare
the complexity of the two models, we consider the size of
the BDD used to represent the transition relation of a sin-
gle cell. This size, measured as the number of nodes in the
BDD, relates more or less to the required memory. The
arbitrary Qualitative network is represented using
279'504 BDD nodes, compared to 39'564 BDD nodes for
the Notch/Wnt model. This increase in complexity is
reflected in the performance of the infinitely visited states
computation. When considering only three cells this com-
putation takes 33 seconds for the Notch/Wnt model, and
113 minutes for the arbitrary Qualitative network.

Our algorithm interleaves the composition of a multi-cel-
lular model with the computation of infinitely visited
states. This approach outperforms symbolic algorithms
that directly compute the set of infinitely visited states of
the complete model. The application of the direct algo-
rithm to models of the Notch/Wnt pathway with four or
more cells fails, because the symbolic representations of
the sets of states becomes too large. On the three-cell
model, our algorithm needs 33 seconds and the direct
algorithm 231 seconds. The advantage of first computing
the infinitely visited states on partial models is that the
sets of potentially infinitely visited states is smaller than in
the direct algorithm. This is illustrated in Table 2, which
provides details about the application of our method to
the ten-cells Notch/Wnt model. For each partial model,
we indicate the initial set of states we start from, as well as
the set of infinitely visited states of the partial model after
the computation. In particular, it can be noted that the
computation of the infinitely visited states of the com-

plete model starts from a set of approximately 1013 states.
An algorithm that directly computes all infinitely visited
states would start from the set of all states of the system
(approximately 1072).

The symbolic approach we propose is able to compute the
infinitely visited states for large multicellular Qualitative
networks and to handle complex models. By tailoring the
algorithm specifically for Qualitative networks, we can
analyze larger models than by directly computing the infi-
nitely visited states.

Discussion
In this work, we extend Boolean networks to Qualitative
networks; networks that allow variables to take discrete
values representing qualitative levels of protein activity or
gene expression. By introducing a target function, we
allow a rich set of interactions between components. We
propose a method for analyzing Qualitative networks,
that uses formal verification of specifications derived from
experimental observations for iteratively improving the
model. In order to efficiently analyze the properties of
infinitely visited states of large models, we introduce a
symbolic algorithm which builds on the structure of our
modeling method. We apply this method to build and
analyze a multicellular model of the interactions between
the Wnt and Notch pathways in mammalian keratinoc-
ytes. We show that the proposed symbolic algorithm can
be applied to large and complex multicellular models.

Model analysis approach
Our modeling approach is aimed at using formal verifica-
tion methods for the analysis of signaling networks in an
iterative improvement process which is based on specifi-
cations that are directly derived from experimental results.
This work therefore combines formal verification meth-
ods with the widely used formalism of Boolean network,
and its extension to qualitative domains. Since Boolean

Table 1: Execution times for variations of the Notch/Wnt model

Size Pattern Time Initial states Inf. visited states

3 OMH 33 sec. 436 ≈ 1021 1
4 OMHH 4 min. 27 sec. 448 ≈ 1028 256
5 OMHHH 21 min. 460 ≈ 1036 6561
6 OOMHHH 24 min. 472 ≈ 1043 6561
7 OOOMHHH 26 min. 484 ≈ 1050 6561
8 OOOLMHHH 63 min. 496 ≈ 1057 256
9 OOOLMHHHH 171 min. 4108 ≈ 1065 256
10 OOOOLMHHHH 181 min. 4120 ≈ 1072 256
11 OOOOLMHHHHH 513 min. 4132 ≈ 1079 256
12 OOOOOLMHHHHH 543 min. 4144 ≈ 1086 256

This table indicates the execution time for various sizes of the model. The patterns indicate the fixed amount of Notch receptor chosen for each cell 
of the model. The letters O, L, M and H represents a cell in which the amount of Notch receptor is set to respectively off, low, medium and high. The 
number of initial states (which is equal to the number of states of the model) and the number of infinitely visited states are also indicated.
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networks are a particular case of Qualitative networks, the
iterative improvement approach can be directly applied to
Boolean networks as well.

Our method allows to build a model at a level of abstrac-
tion that is similar to the one commonly used in cell biol-
ogy, and to analyze it using specifications that are directly
derived from experimental studies. This approach is there-
fore useful for biologists to identify gaps between the
hypothesized mechanistic description of a pathway of
interest, and the experimental data on which the hypo-
thesis has been formulated. Furthermore, the careful anal-
ysis of counter examples found using this approach can
lead to new hypotheses on how to reconcile the model
with the experimental data. We illustrate the usefulness of
this approach by an example showing that we can infer a
known interaction from the analysis of a model in which
this interaction was purposefully ignored. It is known that
in mammalian keratinocytes, Notch activates the expres-

sion of its ligand Jagged. For the purpose of this example,
we ignore that information, and consider that Notch
inhibits the expression of the Delta ligand, as it is the case
in Drosophila when building our original model. Such a
model is not able to reproduce the wild type specification
(as formulated in the results section), and we have thus
identified a gap between the hypothesized model and the
experimental data. The counter example traces we obtain
indicate that the model is unable to reproduce the sus-
tained Notch signaling that is necessary in order to repro-
duce the observed wild type behavior. This strongly
suggests that the type of interaction between Notch and its
ligand in keratinocytes needs to be changed from inhibi-
tion to activation. Applying this change to the model and
then running the verification algorithm again shows that
the modified model is consistent with all specifications.
This means that our refinement process allows us to infer
the hypothesis that was left out in this example. Further-
more, a similar approach, although using a different for-
malism, has lead to new biological insights about the
vulval development in C. elegans [6].

We believe that the possibility of in-silico execution of
putative models is an efficient way to help biologists
understand the behavior of a complex signaling networks.
Counter example traces are helpful not only to detect that
a model does not behave as expected, but also to provide
a concrete basis on which one can reason about why this
is indeed the case. In addition, by querying the model,
interesting executions could suggest new experiments to
be tested in the lab. We therefore expect that the applica-
tion of our modeling methodology to other biological
systems will help provide new biological insights.

An area in which our approach appears to be particularly
useful is the analysis of cell-cell communication in multi-
cellular models. Given the size of such models, efficient
algorithms are required. The efficient use of the modular-
ity in multicellular models by our symbolic algorithm
makes it particularly suitable for analyzing cell-cell com-
munication processes together with complex intracellular
pathways, a level of detail that would be intractable for
enumerative or simpler symbolic algorithms. The utility
of this algorithm extends beyond the scope of our iterative
improvement approach. The computation of attractors of
Boolean networks is, for example, mainly done using enu-
merative methods. Such methods become intractable
even for small models, and since Boolean networks are a
particular instance of Qualitative networks, our symbolic
algorithm can be directly applied to this problem.

Modeling approach
In addition to being well suited for our formal verification
based iterative improvement approach, using Qualitative
network has several benefits compared to using other

Arbitrary pathways for performance evaluationFigure 5
Arbitrary pathways for performance evaluation. This 
cell contains arbitrary chosen pathways that have no biologi-
cal meaning. The interactions between components in this 
example were chosen in order to obtain a complex transi-
tion function. The component Aext is connected to the com-
ponent I of the neighbor cells. The component Lext is 
connected to the component H of the neighbor cells.
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existing frameworks, such a quantitative models using dif-
ferential equations and Boolean networks. In this section,
we discuss these advantages, and then stress the benefit of
clearly separating the modeling of a system using a well
defined framework like Qualitative networks from its
implementation.

Using discrete qualitative variables sets, allows modeling
at a level of abstraction which is similar to the one used in
many biological studies. Quantitative methods, such as
differential equation-based models, allow continuous
and precise modeling of the execution of a system, but
require fine-tuning of multiple parameters that are often
not easily available for many biological systems. The
amount of precision provided by such methods may be
unnecessary to analyze a putative model on the basis of
experimental results that only provide qualitative levels
for the components of the system. The results obtained
using Qualitative network models of network motifs that
occur frequently, such as the I1-FFL, indicate that the
Qualitative networks approach provides a realistic quali-
tative approximation of the experimentally observed
behavior of the system.

The iterative improvement approach used for the con-
struction of a consistent model as well as our analysis
algorithms can be applied to Boolean networks. However,
extending Boolean networks allows both to create more
detailed models in terms of granularity, and to model a
richer set of biological interactions thanks to the introduc-
tion of the target function. Using more than two levels is
necessary if an experimental result cannot be formulated
as a requirement over boolean values. This is the case if,
for example, the knockout of gene A leads to an increase
in the level of protein B, but the combined knockout of
genes A and B leads to a significantly larger increase. An
additional example for which at least three levels are

needed is the case when in one experiment the level of a
protein decreases, while in another it increases.

The advantages of using Qualitative networks are not lim-
ited to the increased expressive power of the specifica-
tions. Boolean networks are not sufficient to model some
commonly observed patterns. For example, the action of
two transcription activators of a gene can be cumulative,
whereas Boolean networks only allow modeling the case
in which the presence of one transcription factor is suffi-
cient for transcription to happen. Furthermore, while the
influence of the I1-FFL motif on the response time can be
modeled using Qualitative networks, this is not the case
with Boolean networks. In the case of the studied exam-
ple, the requirement that the presence of CRP necessarily
leads to the activation of galETK implies that, in a Boolean
network, the value of galETK will necessarily depend
directly on the value of CRP, and the contribution of GalS
needs to be ignored. An even simpler example that cannot
be reproduced by Boolean networks is negative auto-reg-
ulation, where a transcription factor represses its own
expression. Negative auto-regulation has been shown to
lead to faster response times [43]. In Boolean networks, it
is necessary to ignore negative auto regulation, since con-
sidering an inhibitory interaction of a component with
itself would lead to oscillations.

These examples illustrate the need for extending Boolean
networks to the qualitative domain. Depending on the
structure of the studied network and the corresponding
specifications, Boolean networks may however be suffi-
cient in some cases. Since it is still possible to use the exact
same analysis approach, Boolean values should be used in
such a situation to reduce the size of the state space. Pos-
sible extensions of the Qualitative network framework
include the addition of probabilities, resulting in Markov
processes, for which formal verification methods exist.

Table 2: Size of infinitely visited state sets for partial models

Size Before After BDD Nodes

1 1.4 · 106 3424 427
2 2.9 · 108 3424 451
3 2.9 · 108 3424 475
4 2.9 · 108 3424 499
5 4.5 · 108 1.3 · 106 1189
6 2.5 · 1011 5.2 · 106 23092
7 1.0 · 1012 7.2 · 108 70626
8 1.4 · 1013 5.6 · 108 146169
9 1.1 · 1014 5.5 · 109 253558
10 6.1 · 1013 255 8830

This table describes the execution of the algorithm on the 10 cells Notch/Wnt model. For each partial model, the number of potentially infinitely 
visited states before the execution of the algorithm and the number of infinitely visited states found by the algorithm are indicated. The size of the 
symbolic representation of the infinitely visited states of the partition is indicated in terms of number of BDD nodes.
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However, the necessary data for such models is often not
available, and verification of probabilistic systems is com-
putationally harder.

Separation between the model and the implementation
We specify the molecular interactions between compo-
nents by defining a Qualitative network of the studied sys-
tem. Compared to directly implementing an executable
model, this approach allows to clearly separate this speci-
fication from the implementation. This allows discussion
at the level of the Qualitative network, and thus leads to a
improvement process at the level of abstraction often
observed in diagrammatic models, which are commonly
used by biologists. Furthermore, the clarity and coherence
of the model is increased by defining a small set of target
function that are consistently reused to model the same
kind of interactions. The benefits of a clear separation
between the model and its implementation extend
beyond Qualitative networks. Using a modular approach
based on simple building blocks allows a faster develop-
ment of coherent executable models. Each type of build-
ing block represents a specific kind of biological
interaction between components. This approach separates
the executable model into two distinct parts: the defini-
tion of the interactions between proteins such as activa-
tion or inhibition, and the internal implementation of the
building blocks. This modular design is particularly useful
for fast search of multiple variations in the interaction
model. Once the set of basic building blocks is imple-
mented, interactions between biological elements of the
model can be changed by replacing one building block by
another, and new elements can be added as instances of
the appropriate kind of building blocks, all this with min-
imal changes in the implementation of the model.
Changes to the implementation of building blocks only
need to be made in one place and can then be reused by
all variations of the model. In the case that we want to
explore the behavior of the model when we use different
ways for representing the interactions between biological
elements, it is sufficient to replace one set of basic build-
ing blocks by another set of basic building blocks. The
clear separation between the interaction model and the
implementation is also helpful for assessing the validity of
the Qualitative networks approach to modeling biological
systems. Rather than having to understand the behavior of
every single protein of every variation of the model, our
approach allows to first agree on the definition of specific
target functions, and then assess the plausibility of a par-
ticular Qualitative network, whose representation is close
to the common visualization of biochemical pathways.
The clear distinction between what we model and how we
do it therefore makes the whole approach easier to under-
stand. The clear and concise definition of the behavior of
a small set of basic building blocks makes it possible to
evaluate (and criticize) the conceptual elements of our

approach. Finally, this approach allows to clearly separate
methodological issues from issues that are only related to
a particular Qualitative network.

Notions of concurrency
Qualitative networks, like Boolean networks, are synchro-
nous. At each time step, the state of all variables is updated
according to the previous state of the system. In this sec-
tion, we discuss the applicability of other notions of con-
currency in the context of Qualitative networks. The
variables we use are qualitative representations of the level
of protein activity or gene expression. Hence, these varia-
bles represent a large population of individual molecules.
The interactions between individual molecules are highly
stochastic. When using discrete levels of protein activity or
gene expression, we consider that the biochemical reac-
tions have a delay. The stochasticity of the individual reac-
tions results in small variations of this delay. The level of
all variables is updated according to the previous values.
A change therefore takes one time step to propagate from
one variable to the next. The time step can thus be consid-
ered as being the delay of the biochemical reactions. In
case there are major differences between the delays of the
different reactions, it is possible to use target functions on
the previous states of the systems rather than on the cur-
rent state. The impact of the small variations of the delay
depend on the granularity of the model. The minimal dif-
ference between two possible values of a variable is
inversely proportional to the granularity of the variable.
In a model with a small granularity, variations of the delay
would lead to the same value due to rounding. In this
case, the synchronous execution is sufficient to reproduce
the behavior of the model. As the granularity increases,
rounding is no longer sufficient for handling the variabil-
ity of the delays. In order to model this variability, it is
necessary to introduce non-determinism by allowing
asynchronous execution of the model. In a totally asyn-
chronous system, a scheduler would choose any subset of
the system which would be updated, while the other
remain constant. This means that the delay of an interac-
tion is completely independent of the delay of other inter-
actions of the system as well as of the previous delays of
the same interaction. This independence is thus an over-
approximation of the expected behavior of the system,
and is therefore likely to result in unrealistic executions.
Therefore, while a synchronous execution is appropriate
when the granularity is low, more precise models in terms
of granularity call for a better handling of concurrency.

The state explosion problem
The exhaustive exploration of all possible executions of a
system is exponential in the number of variables of the
system. This issue is called the state explosion problem. For
example, in the case of finding all infinitely visited states,
the unrestricted number of initial states of a system with k
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variables and granularity N is Nk. Enumerative methods
are practically intractable even for small values of k. Fur-
thermore, the complexity of the Notch/Wnt model also
caused the direct application of symbolic methods to fail
for models of more than three cells. The number of varia-
bles of a system not only depends on the size of the stud-
ied pathways, but also on the number of cells represented
in the model. Hence, the number of initial states is also
exponential in the number of cells, which makes multicel-
lular models hard to analyze. In order to be able to ana-
lyze larger models, it is therefore necessary to use more
elaborate methods that have the potential for circumvent-
ing the state explosion problem in specific cases. We pro-
vide an illustration of this approach in the symbolic
algorithm used for computing the infinitely visited states.
We use both the modularity and the specific characteris-
tics of transitions of our model in order to allow interleav-
ing composition and computation of infinitely visited
states. The characteristics of our model also make it well
suited for the use of partitioned transition relations. We
are able to compute the set of infinitely visited states for a
12 cells model, which has 4144 ≈ 1086 initial states. Our
approach is therefore well suited for analyzing multicellu-
lar Qualitative networks. This kind of model is particu-
larly useful for studying pathways that involve inter-
cellular communication.

In addition to using the specificity of the model for tailor-
ing the verification algorithm, methods used in software
and hardware modification, such as assume-guarantee
reasoning [44], or Counterexample-guided Abstraction
Refinement [45] could also be applied to models of biolog-
ical systems. Doing so has the potential for making it pos-
sible to analyze larger models. In the context of the Notch/
Wnt model, this could allow studying multidimensional
tissues with larger numbers of cells, and thus the analysis
of local effects, such as cell clusters.

Conclusion
In this work we propose an extension to Boolean net-
works by allowing variables that represent the level of pro-
tein activity or gene expression to range over larger
domains, combined with more flexible update options for
these values. We show that a Qualitative networks model
of a frequent network motif offers a valid qualitative
approximation of the experimentally observed behavior
of this motif. This framework can be used to model recur-
rent networks. In addition we use formal verification
methods to analyze the steady state behavior of Qualita-
tive networks. Reasoning about sets of states rather than
individual states, and using a partition reduction allows
us to scale-up to very large models. In particular, Qualita-
tive networks can be used to analyze multi-cellular mod-
els, and thus to study pathways that involve cell-cell
communication. Similar to Boolean networks, this

approach could be useful for the analysis of biological
pathways even where quantitative data is missing. We
believe that the ability to formally verify a biological
model versus the laboratory observations offers great
advantages in improving working hypotheses and sug-
gesting new experimental directions that are likely to yield
new findings.

Methods
We use the Reactive Modules (RM) formalism [46] to
implement executable models based on Qualitative net-
works. In this section, we first introduce RM, then describe
how we make use of its modular structure for this imple-
mentation. We describe how specifications are derived
from experimental data, and how the implementation of
the model is verified against them. Finally, we describe the
symbolic algorithm used to compute the infinitely visited
states of a Qualitative network.

Verification of reactive systems
Reactive modules
Reactive modules is a modeling language for reactive sys-
tems [46]. RM is designed to describe systems which are
discrete, deadlock-free, and non-deterministic. The ele-
mentary particles in RM are variables. We describe the
behavior of variables and the combinations of atoms into
modules. Modules can be combined to create more com-
plicated modules (including combinations of several cop-
ies of the same module). This process is called parallel
composition. The variables of a module are defined as
either private, interface or external. The scope of a private
variable is limited to its module. An interface variable is
controlled by an atom of the module and its value can be
used by other modules. An external variable is not con-
trolled by any atom in the module. An interface variable
of one module can be connected to an external variable of
another module or also few other modules. Each variable
ranges over a finite set of possible values. An atom
describes the possible updates on variables. An atom can
be synchronous, meaning that it updates the variables it
controls in every step of the system, or asynchronous,
meaning that it updates the variables it controls from time
to time. An update of a variable may depend on the value
of itself as well as the values of other variables. There can
also be dependencies between the mutual update of sev-
eral variables in the same step. In order to compute the
future value of a variable it controls, an atom can either
read the current state of variables or await the future state
of variables. It is necessary to make sure that the await
relation between variables is loop-free. RM enables non-
determinism by allowing multiple overlapping update
options.
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Mocha
Mocha [47] is a software tool for the design and analysis
of RM. Mocha can simulate a model by following step by
step evolution of the variables in the model. Simulations
show the sequence of values assumed by variables during
the simulation. In simulation of non-deterministic mod-
els, the user is expected to choose the next step between
different non-deterministic options. The simulation
engine can highlight the variable values that lead to the
assignment of a certain value. Mocha supports invariant
model checking directly (to check that all reachable states
satisfy some property that relates to the values of variables
in the state), as well as model checking of safety properties
using monitors (to check that all executions satisfy some
property). Counter-examples are presented as sequences
of variable values.

Modular implementation of Qualitative networks
The implementation of Qualitative networks extends and
adapts the modularity of reactive modules to biological
models. The list of target functions defines the relation
between components by specifying one target function
per variable. We separate this model into building blocks,
where each building block controls one variable. Each
building block is an instance of a basic building block. For
each kind of target function (such as the minimum target
function or the activation/inhibition target function), we
create one basic building block. Note that, since Mocha does
not accept parameters, we cannot create a single basic
building block for the activation/inhibition target func-
tion, and we need to create one for each combination of
the parameters αij used in the model. Instances of the
basic building blocks are combined together according to
the list of target functions by connecting the output varia-
bles of one building block to the input variables of one or
several other building blocks. A cell is represented by the
parallel composition of several building block instances
that hides internal components (makes them private var-
iables) and represents interactions between the cell and
the environment as interface and external variables, thus
allowing for connection with other cells. This architecture
is a consequence of the modular approach of RM, which
uses a concept of connection similar to the connections
between components in an electrical circuit.

The implementation of each basic building block consti-
tutes one Module, with one or more external variables
(corresponding to the input of the target function) and
one interface variable (the value of the component con-
trolled by the building block). An additional variable is
used to control the behavior of the building block. This
variable is only awaited and therefore does not contribute
to the size of the state space. The building block is com-
posed of two atoms. The first atom computes the value of
the target function of the building block based on the val-

ues of the input variables in the current state. This atom is
specific to every building block. It is obtained directly
from the definition of the corresponding target function,
by mapping all possible valuations of the input to the cor-
responding target value. The second atom implements
Equation 2 to compute the value of the output value in
the next state of the system based on the target, the current
value of the system and the control value. This atom is the
same for all building blocks. It makes sure that the output
variable increases and decreases by at most one level per
step rather than directly jumping from its current state to
the target. The control variable allows to specify the initial
value or to choose to non-deterministically start from
every possible value.

We also introduce the possibility for a building block to
determine the initial output value of a building block
based on the initial value of its inputs rather than having
to set it arbitrarily or non-deterministically. This allows to
obtain an initial state of the system in which only a few
variables are set and the others are logically derived from
them. Furthermore, choosing non-deterministic initial
values for a few variables and then deriving the other ini-
tial variables leads to significantly less possible initial
states than choosing the initial value of every variable
non-deterministically, while still exploring the most plau-
sible initial states. In case that there are mutual dependen-
cies between variables (i.e., a component ultimately
affects itself in a loop), this approach can be applied only
to some of the substances. In such a case, trying to sim-
plify the initial state of all substances would create a loop
of dependencies that cannot be solved. It is therefore nec-
essary to choose at least one variable in every loop of the
model for which the initial value is set or non-determinis-
tic.

Formulating specifications
Specifications play a key role in our approach: they are the
link between the experimental results and the computa-
tional model. A putative model needs to adhere to the
specifications in order to be considered as a potentially
valid representation of the biological system. If the model
does not adhere to a requirement of the specification,
then we already know that the model is not able to
explain all the existing experimental results, and therefore
needs to be improved.

When defining specifications, we start from the descrip-
tion of the experiments and derive safety requirements.
The observed result can then be formulated as a predicate
over the values of the different components of the system.
In the most simple case, the specification can be expressed
as a predicate over the current state of the system. We can
therefore formulate an invariant which must hold on all
states of the system. It is however often necessary to con-
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sider that the model starts from an arbitrary initial state
and needs some iterations to stabilize. We therefore
choose an arbitrary number of steps during which the
invariant is not checked. This setting allows to verify if the
the wild type (normal) model satisfies certain specifica-
tions.

We are also interested in verifying the outcome of experi-
ments that include modifications of the biological model.
We first consider under which conditions the experiment
has been performed. We consider experimental condi-
tions involving two kinds of manipulations: the over-
expression of a gene, in which the level of this gene
remains at a high level and the knockout of a gene, in
which a given gene is modified so that it cannot be tran-
scribed into a protein. In both cases, the influence of the
upstream pathways onto the modified variable is ignored.
Experiments might involve every combination of these
perturbations. In order to be able to model these experi-
ments, we modify the control atom of the basic building
blocks by adding two values to the control variable: gene
knockout and gene over-expression. When the control
variable takes one of these values, the target function is
ignored. In the case of gene knockout, the targeted protein
is not translated at all, and is not present in the cell. We
model this situation by keeping the output value at the
lowest possible value when the control variable indicates
that knockout has occurred. Gene over expression occurs
when the level of a given gene is kept constantly high, and
we model it similarly by keeping the output value at the
highest possible value. We use a monitor, which is an addi-
tional module that reads the level of the components and
controls the control variable of the individual building
blocks. The monitor first lets the model stabilize over a
certain number of iterations, then changes the behavior of
certain building blocks according to the experiment per-
formed, then allows the model to stabilize again over an
arbitrary number of iterations, and then checks if the
change induced to the experiment corresponds to the out-
come of the experiment. The monitor controls a boolean
value, which is true until this check is performed, and is
then set to false if the execution does not reproduce the
specification. We can therefore use an invariant which cor-
responds to the monitor being true for all possible states
of the model.

Using monitors, we can therefore verify specifications that
are richer than invariants but a subset of general safety
properties. The monitor described above allows to verify
if all executions of the model satisfy a certain specifica-
tion. When this is not the case, we are interested in know-
ing if some execution satisfies the specification. We can do
this with monitors, by verifying if there is a trace on which
the dual of the specification is not satisfied on all states on
which the specification is checked.

We are also interested in extending the notion of delays
for stabilization of the model, by only verifying the speci-
fication on the infinitely visited states. We consider an
execution of the model as a prefix followed by a loop in
which the model stays indefinitely unless there is some
change in the model. The change triggers a similar behav-
ior, with a second prefix and a second loop. Since Mocha
does not provide a direct way of detecting loops, we use
an over-approximation of the length of the prefix and the
loop as delay for the stabilization. When a contradiction
is found, we verify that the trace contains a loop, which
means that the contradiction occurred in the loop and is
thus valid, else we know that we need to increase our
approximation. This solution is not usable when the
number of different executions is large. In the section
below, we propose a symbolic algorithm which finds all
infinitely visited states of the model, and verifies a prop-
erty only on these states. This method does not require the
use of monitors.

Symbolic computation of all infinitely visited states
We propose a symbolic algorithm for computing all infi-
nitely visited states of a Qualitative network. Infinitely vis-
ited states of the model represent the stable states of the
biological system, and correspond to the notion of attrac-
tors in Boolean networks. Our algorithm builds on the
modularity of Qualitative networks. It interleaves the
computation of infinitely visited states of parts of the
model with the composition of these parts. This process
ultimately results in a complete model and the set of infi-
nitely visited states of the model. In this section, we first
introduce symbolic methods and the tool used for the
implementation of the algorithm, and then describe the
algorithm.

Symbolic methods
Symbolic methods are used to represent sets of states of a
system in a compact way. Rather than enumerating all the
states of a set, a symbolic representation uses constraints
identifying all states in the set. A symbolic representation
may therefore be exponentially more compact than the
enumerative representation of the same set. Hence, sym-
bolic algorithms operate on representations of sets rather
than considering individual states. Symbolic algorithms
are successfully used for model checking systems that have
very large state spaces [48].

Mocha offers both enumerative and symbolic methods
for verifying invariants. However, in order to find the infi-
nitely visited states of large models, we need an algorithm
which is specifically tailored for Qualitative networks. We
implement this algorithm using the Relational Manipula-
tion Language. We also need to translate the RM imple-
mentation of the model into this language, a process that
we do not describe here. We use CrocoPat [49] to execute
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the algorithm on the translated model. This tool is based
on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [29], a data struc-
ture for compact representation of large relations.

Algorithm
We want to find the set of all infinitely visited states of a
module M. A region σM is a set of states of M. The set of all
states of M is represented by ∑M and the set of all variables
of the module by XM.For a given state s of M and a subset
V of XM, we define the projection s[V] as the restriction of
s to the variables in V. Projection is generalized in the nat-
ural way to sets of states. The function post (σM) maps the
region σM to the union of the successors of all states in σM.
This function is constructed according to the definition of
the module M.

In order to obtain the set of infinitely visited states of M,
we compute the set of states that is mapped to itself by the
post function. This set is called the fix point of the func-
tion. We use the following algorithm to obtain this fix
point:

i := 0

repeat

i := i + 1

until 

The region σi contains all states that can be visited at time

step i or later. Therefore the region σin f contains all states
that are infinitely visited. In order to show that this algo-

rithm terminates, it is sufficient to show that .

We can do so by recurrence on , using the fact that the

post function is monotonous:

and .

We are interested in knowing if a predicate p holds on all

infinitely visited states. We define p ⊆ ∑M as the set of all

states for which the predicate is true. Therefore we can say
that the predicate holds on all infinitely visited sets iff

⊆ p. If this is not the case, we are interested in know-

ing if there is at least one attractor for which the property
holds for all states. We modify the algorithm in order to
consider only infinitely visited states for which the prop-
erty holds:

i := 0

repeat

i := i + 1

until 

If  is empty, then there is no attractor on which the

property holds for every state. Note that we start from

 since this set has already been computed, but that

this fix point can also be used with  = p. The kind of

analysis we are interested in does not need explicit com-
putation of the individual attractors. Obtaining the
explicit trace of each attractor would need to be done in an

enumerative way, and thus requires O (| |) steps (for

a deterministic Qualitative network).

The general algorithm described above can be applied to
every kind of module. We use a more specific algorithm
tailored for Qualitative networks. Each module consists of
an atom computing the target function and a controller
atom which enforces the transition rules specified in
Equation (2). Rather than directly computing the infi-
nitely visited region of a composed module M = M1||M2,

we first compute the infinitely visited region of each mod-
ule separately, and then do the parallel composition of
them. The separate modules might have external varia-
bles, whose behavior is not specified. Rather than allow-
ing them to have any random behavior, we enforce the
transition rules of Equation (2). The set of possible behav-
iors of an external variable is therefore a superset of the
behavior of any building block. Using the algorithm

above, we compute the infinitely visited region  of
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M1. We consider the projection  of the infi-

nitely visited states of M onto the variables of M1. Since

the set of behaviors of the non-deterministic building
block are a superset of the behavior of any other building

block we have that  is included in . Simi-

larly, we compute the infinitely visited region of M2, 

we can now compute a superset of

. We use this smaller set as initial set  for the compu-

tation of the infinitely visited states of M. By repeating this
iteratively we can handle larger compositions.

When applying this method to a multicellular model, we
use partitioned transition relations [30]. Rather than defin-
ing a single post function for the whole model, we define
one function per cell, and apply them successively.

Setting of the performance analysis
The performance tests are performed on a 3 GHz Intel
Xeon computer running Linux Fedora Core 3 (Kernel ver-
sion 2.6.11). The CrocoPat tool can use up to 3 GB of
memory.
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